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New Start For UK, US
A renewal in US justice department
In order to restore the justice department which was deteriorated
during Trump mandate and also fight against domestic extremism,
racial inequality within the bounds of law, Lisa Monaco, the current
attorney general and Vanita Gupta, the current associate attorney
general told the Senate Judiciary Committee that they were engaged
to restore an equal justice in the country
So, if it's accepted Ms Monaco would oversee the department's dayto-day operations while Ms Gupta would oversee prosecutors who
make a case for the Biden administration in court and also the
department's civil rights division. Ms Monaco would first make
understood that the Justice Department is independent from partisan
influence. Ms Monaco's top of priorities would be domestic
extremism issues especially after what happened at the capitol last
january. As a consequence she wants law enforcement to prevent
repetitions.
While she was well received by the republican even if the
investigation of the capitol attack she has to get close to trump’s
inner circle, Ms Gupta was pressed by them because she apparently
supported defunding the police but she denied the facts.
Their propositions were met with approvals by the senate judiciary
committee but need to be confirmed.
source : https://www.nytimes.com/2021/03/09/us/politics/lisa-monaco-vanita-guptaconfirmation.html?searchResultPosition=70
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Leo
Work : Dear Leo, if we won’t bother you!
Today, at work, you are not in the mood !
No one's trying to contradict you, we're
avoiding you!
Finance : The maintenance of your accounts
is indispensable today, otherwise, friend
Leo, you may very soon be surprised by the
arrival of small problems that you could
have avoided, if you had taken a look at
your accounts.

Virgo
Work : At work, you give way too much!
You need to rest. The possibilities to
advance solo, exist. Colleagues are
deserting. They may be unable to come.
Frustration persists from morning until
evening.
Finance : Your car can be expensive! It can
require repairs. It's a day of unexpected
news! Stress happens but it will pass
quickly! Stay calm and see your priorities.

Cancer
Work : Be careful and do not take
these hallway noises lightly. You
should listen and anticipate !
Finance : This type of financial
incident will not be so common,
but more common than you may
imagine. You will have to find this
unknown debit, but debited from
your account.

A fight over the Union flag

The Ministers ordered the Union flag must fly everyday on all
UK government buildings in Britain and planning permission will
be needed to fly an EU flag.
For the culture secretary, Oliver Dowden, the Union flag is a
symbol that can unite a nation and is a reminder of their history,
something that bound people to each other. Local government
secretary, Robert Jenrick, shares the same vision as him and
called all local councils to fly the union flag on their buildings. In
fact, he added that the nation's flag is a symbol of liberty, unity
and freedom.
In addition, following Brexit, planning regulations to allow the
EU flag to be flown without planning permission on public
buildings will be removed.
However, some politicians are skeptical about this decision. UK
secretary of state for Wales, Simon Hart, thinks the union flag
should never be used for “political purposes” because it would
be a strange thing to do. In his opinion, flags should not be part
of political arm. This policy is even mocked by SNP MP Mhairi
Black. She stated, “If the Tories think an overload of union jacks
on buildings is the answer to promote the strength of the union,
then it shows how thin the case for the union is.”
She added that The SNP Scottish government will continue to
carry on the country safely through the pandemic meanwhile
the Tories (also known as Conservative party) are obsessed
about flags and symbols.
source:https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/union-jack-flag-eu-

